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This supplementary document contains some examples of my (sometimes unconventional) teaching strategies
and projects.

Figure 1: Student Math Blog

The first item included is a snapshot of and a link to
one of the many math blogs created and maintained
by my Foundation of Mathematics students. Keeping
a blog was part of their coursework for this proofs-
writing class, and specific instructions on how to
write point-earning posts were stated in the syllabus
and periodically reviewed throughout the semester. I
found this to be an e↵ective way to (1) encourage a
sense of community, (2) continually reinforce critical
thinking and writing skills, and (3) keep tabs on my
students and their successes and struggles.

The final exam for this course was a three-question
test (two proof questions and one essay question) that
students had to find by completing a vast scavenger
hunt. Students were encouraged to work together and
document their progress using their blogs. Matt, one
of my students, posted a complete solution to this
scavenger hunt (once everyone had completed it) and
you can find his work here.

During the Spring of 2013, I taught two sections
of Foundations of Mathematics (aka FOM), and, as
such, was very busy reading through and evaluating
multiple blog posts. Students responded remarkably
positively to this aspect of the course (as well as to
the scavenger hunt), and their posts were often infor-
mative and entertaining. So much so, in fact, that at

the end of the semester both classes hosted an award ceremony to single out particularly strong blogs. These FOM
Blog awards – “The FOGGIES” – remain a source of pride and joy for most of my students, even over a year later.
In fact, many of my students maintained their blogs well after the class ended, and I invite you to peruse a few of
them: Cara’s blog, Kate’s blog, and Ashley’s blog.
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http://fomdamentals.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/the-scavenger-hunt-solutions/
http://cdmachlin.wordpress.com
https://fompwomp.wordpress.com/2013/04/17/math-?-ambiguity-right/
http://rollinglikeasquare.wordpress.com


When I taught St. Mary’s abstract algebra sequence, students were grouped into teams of three or four and were
tasked with devising their own group name, mascot and theme song, all of which were incorporated into their own
website. Shown above is the website for team Panda Express, where students accessed assignments and hidden
bonus materials. Shown below are images from two websites o↵ering congratulations to bonus-credit-seeking math
students. The first displays two excellent calculus-inspired poems written by students in my Calculus II class (with
noted winner, Laura Rodriguez, going on to complete a math major and earn a STEM-related government job),
and the second displays images of my mathematically-inspired mascot that was created by Calculus student Jessica
Blair.
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Student Research�
“I worked with Dr. Susan Goldstine as part of St. Mary’s ESP-REU.  We examined 
John Conway’s Game of Life in a finite, toroidal universe.  We looked for 
similarities and differences between this new version and the traditional 
game… I learned about cellular automata and worked with MATLAB, and I 
gained confidence as a mathematician… Being in this environment helped me 
find my love for mathematics in a way that stressing about grades prevents.”  �

“I was a member of St. Mary’s 2013 CURM group, and we worked with Dr.’s 
Douglas and Köse on designing new mirrors.  Using differential equations, 
differential geometry, calculus of variations, and various software, we created 
mirror surfaces that offer large fields of view and feature minimal distortion… 
Its an amazing feeling when you prove or discover something after working so 
hard  like we did.”�

Nora Stack, 2014�

“After working at St. Mary’s, I studied the Abelian 
Sandpile Model with Dr.’s Luis Garcia and Rebecca 
Garcia at the University of Hawaii!  My team invented 
the Toppling Polynomial as a way of understanding 
avalanches of familes of graphs.  �

Demara Austin, 2015�

“Studying Maps and Mirrors was a great way to do 
mathematics outside of the classroom.  I worked on 
problems that didn’t already have a known answer and 
was exposed to really cool applications of mathematics.  I 
gained great experience presenting at conferences and 
working with an awesome group!”�

Caroline VanBlargan, 2014�

Want to learn more?  Contact any of the Math and C.S. faculty! �

Brad Putman, 2015�

“With the support of a St. Mary’s Undergraduate Research Fellowship, Professor Meadows 
and I researched Combinatorial Game Theory – an exciting field of mathematics that draws 
inspiration from abstract algebra, combinatorics, and theoretical computer science.  We 
developed a generalization of Wythoff’s Game and studied how to win, lose or tie when 
playing … The experience I’ve gained from this project has given me a head start in my 
transition out of college, whether it be to graduate school or to a career in industry.” �

A poster I created so as to advertise and promote undergraduate research in my current department.
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Included here are photographs from various courses I have taught and events I have held as part of those courses.

Abstract Algebra, Spring 2012 REU Team, Summer 2012

Topology, Spring 2013 Prize Pint Glass for Best Math Blog

The following pages contain various excerpts. First, my department’s letter nominating me for a teaching award
is included. High school student Melissa Lucas’ application to Johns Hopkins is included, after that. Lastly, student
participants in our REU completed surveys on their experience, and their responses are included as the final portion
of this document. The Pint Glass above contains a proof of the fact that the cardinality of the power set of S is
strictly larger than the cardinality of S. Indeed, students were so intrigued with our findings on cardinality and
infinity that they requested an additional lecture on these subjects to end the semester – I happily obliged.
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Letter Supporting Dr. Casey Douglas’s Nomination

for the Homer L. Dodge Award for Excellence in Teaching by a  

Junior Faculty

Dr. Casey Douglas joined the faculty of St. Mary’s College of Maryland in 

the fall of 2009 as an Assistant Professor of Mathematics on a tenure track 

line.   Prior  to his arrival  at  St. Mary’s  he completed a Ph.D. at  Rice 

University  in  the  field  of  differential  geometry. Dr.  Douglas  loves 

mathematics, loves teaching mathematics and has a stellar record.  It has 

been a pleasure to have a junior department member who is so dedicated 

to improving the department, college and community.

“Casey is awesome.  He made me love math.”

Dr.  Douglas  is  an outstanding  teacher.   This  is  a  somewhat  subjective 

statement,  but  every  metric  available  to  us  indicates  this  clearly.   Dr. 

Douglas has taught many different classes at all levels of the curriculum. 

His courses are always filled to (and often beyond) capacity.  Students flock 

to all of his math-related activities.   In his time at St. Mary’s,  he has 

become an indispensable member of our teaching faculty, as well as one of 

our most sought-after advisers and research mentors.

“Thank  you  for  your  uncalled  for,  completely  ridiculous,  all  

encompassing love and enthusiasm of everything math related.”

Dr. Douglas’s ICES scores are phenomenal.  Of course, ICES do not tell the 

complete story, but in this case there is considerable evidence supporting 

his extraordinary scores.  In the 4-credit courses he has taught, Dr. Douglas 

has  managed  averages  above  4.5  for  both  questions  1  and  2.   For 

“instructor’s overall teaching effectiveness” he has never received a score 

below 4.2, and only once below 4.5.  This is despite the fact that nearly 

two thirds of his classes have been 100-level math classes, and nearly three 

quarters have had at least 25 students.  It is well documented that lower-

level courses, large courses, and mathematics courses all correlate to lower 

scores on ICES.  Most of Dr. Douglas’s courses have been all of these, yet 

scored far above departmental and college-wide averages.

“His  bubbly  personality  made every  day fun.  I  looked forward  

with a giddy anticipation …. and I'm almost praying that I get a  

chance to take another course with Casey.”



The mathematics faculty (and faculty from across campus) have had several 

opportunities to observe Dr. Douglas’s teaching firsthand.  Our impressions 

have  been  uniformly  positive.   Dr.  Douglas  has  an uncanny  ability  to 

explain  deep  mathematical  concepts  in  ways  that  are  transparent,  even 

simple, and yet absolutely precise.  We first noticed this when he gave his 

job  talk  in  March  2009.   Our  instructions  for  the  candidates  were  to 

prepare a talk that would be accessible to junior math majors; we would 

be using the talk to judge teaching ability,  rather than research quality. 

We  were  initially  concerned  because  Dr.  Douglas’s  talk  was  about 

Riemannian  manifolds,  a  popular  graduate-level  topic,  and one  that  we 

thought was too advanced given our instructions.  We were mistaken.  Dr. 

Douglas gave, without a doubt, the clearest explanation of the topic that 

any  of  us had ever  seen.   He made a highly advanced  topic  not  just 

accessible  to  our  students,  but  enjoyable  and  fascinating.   He  had 

undergraduate-level research topics related to his talk ready to go.  Our 

students began seeking him out as a research mentor before he even taught 

his first class the following fall.

“The Grand Poohbah (Casey) is always a light of sunshine on the  

days  that  I  have  calculus.   He  has  made  math  very  fun  this  

year.”

Dr. Douglas’s ability to connect with our non-majors is equally impressive. 

Dr. Douglas is modest and friendly, and as encouraging an instructor as we 

have ever known.  He makes his classes challenging and fun at the same 

time, but doesn’t sacrifice content for amusement.  His students work hard 

and appear completely at ease in the classroom.  He manages to create an 

environment where his students are comfortable in every respect: working 

together, asking and answering questions, even presenting to their peers. 

“Casey  brings  something  fresh to  the  class  by  adding  humor  to  

his lectures.  You can tell he has a great passion for math.”

In a department that has been repeatedly recognized at the national level 

for its exceptional teaching and students,  it is difficult for a junior faculty 

member to rise to such a high bar.  Nevertheless Dr. Douglas's teaching 

innovations have surpassed all expectations.  One gets the impression that 

Dr. Douglas spends every  waking moment on finding new and inventive 



ways to make learning mathematics fun for his students.  Here are some of 

Dr. Douglas's recent innovations: 

• In all of his math courses Dr. Douglas devotes at least one day to 

talking about other math courses and how the material they have 

learned could be useful. 

• In most of his math courses he devotes at least one day to talking 

about career opportunities for math majors and minors.  This talk 

gives  them  the  standard  information  about  career  opportunities 

outside of teaching and academia, but also features some overlooked 

advice.   For instance, he emphasizes "selling your degree," pointing 

out that most employers will not understand why students' experience 

with Linear Algebra or Analysis will make them good employees.  He 

also  points  out  that  their  major/minor  has  helped  them  develop 

communication skills, teamwork skills, creativity and self-discipline.

• If  a  student  does  excellent  work  on  a  project  or  an  exam,  Dr. 

Douglas emails the student a prize, for instance, a link to a song the 

student likes.

• Most famous are perhaps Dr. Douglas's exams.  An exam might begin 

by requiring the students to solve a math riddle that will lead them 

to a website Dr. Douglas has created.  At the website the students 

have to solve a math problem in order to secure a password.  The 

password will lead to a question on his office door, ...

• As part of one exam, Dr. Douglas required that the students go to 

discuss advanced mathematics topics with more senior math majors. 

Learning to “talk math” is a vital yet difficult to teach aspect of 

preparing math majors.

• In  one  of  his  classes  students  can  attempt  the  “Problem  of  the 

Week”, which again can be in two or more parts.  A student might 

be required to blog some encrypted message before moving on to the 

next part.   

“He is a super amazing teacher.”

Very  recently  Dr. Douglas  (with Dr. Kose)  was  awarded the Center  for 

Undergraduate  Research  in  Mathematics  (CURM) grant  for  their  project, 

“Maps and Mirrors.” The grant will allow them to fund three students to 

assist with research for one year.  Dr. Douglas’s recent projects with SMCM 

undergraduates  have been outstanding, and worthy of publication.   The 

students have already won prizes for their presentations, and Dr. Douglas 



has received acclaim for his work as their adviser from prominent members 

of the undergraduate mathematics research community.

“I LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE CASEY”

Dr. Douglas has helped sustain a wonderful family-like atmosphere in our 

wing of Schaefer Hall and in our lounge.  On nearly a daily basis students 

are  swarming  to  our  white  boards and  to  Dr.  Douglas’s  office.   The 

conversations tend to focus on mathematically related issues, but often go 

on tangents.  He is an integral part of both the department fun stuff, like 

giving  talks  at  the  MathCS Club's  (Pizza)  Seminar,  and  the  department 

work, including dealing with the many important decisions that have faced 

our department in the past few years. He constantly engages students and 

is uniformly admired by both students and faculty. Dr. Douglas also enjoys 

discussing teaching methods with colleagues in the department (and across 

campus),  experimenting  with  various  new ideas,  and then assessing  the 

impact on learning.  He has an infectious positive attitude about students 

and about teaching.  He spends hours helping weak students with basic 

calculus,  as  well as  spending time  helping our  best  students  with their 

various advanced projects.

In summary Dr. Casey Douglas is a stellar teacher and we are very lucky 

to have him!  We find it hard to imagine someone who is more deserving 

of the Homer L. Dodge Award for  Excellence  in Teaching for  a Junior 

Faculty.

Virtually every day of Calculus, Dr. Douglas starts with a random "math 

fact," usually involving something way beyond the scope of the class that is 

designed to whet mathematical appetites.   Which led to our final student 

evaluation quote:

“Casey is amazing.  Fact.”

Signed 02/21/13: Dr. Ivan Sterling, Dr. Susan Goldstine, Dr. David Kung, 

Dr. Simon Read, Dr. Alex Meadows, Dr. Sandy Ganzell



Write a brief essay in which you respond to the following question. (freshman applicants 
only): Johns Hopkins offers 50 majors across the schools of Arts & Sciences and Engineering. 
On this application, we ask you to identify one or two that you might like to pursue here. Why 
did you choose the way you did? If you are undecided, why didn’t you choose? (If any past 
courses or academic experiences influenced your decision, you may include them in your essay.) 
 
 On the first day of Vector Calculus at St. Mary’s College, my professor introduced 
himself as “just Casey,” distributed a 3-page syllabus including a 5” picture of RoboCop on a 
unicorn, and tried to convince us all to be math majors with a slideshow of all the exotic beaches 
around the world where math trips had taken him. 
 I had a feeling math just got better. 
 I have always been a math kid at heart.  Base ten blocks were my childhood companions, 
and I didn’t need a bookmark to remember that I was on page 86 of Harry Potter because I was 
on a page with two digits, and 8 – 2 = 6.  I speak numbers more fluently than words.  Meeting 
people who have memorized hundreds of digits of pi makes my day.  At swim practice, I 
accidentally think of sequences that describe the second to start the nth lap of a set.  Once, to 
learn a piano song in which the right hand played multiple notes simultaneously, I penciled lines 
into the music to sort out the precise durations of each note.  When I mentioned it to my piano 
teacher, her immediate reaction was, “You’re a math person, aren’t you?” 
 Casey’s memorable enthusiasm in Vector Calculus has only amplified my excitement for 
the world of math.  Casey started each class with an animated expression and an energetic, “You 
guys are going to love what we’re about to learn.  Ohhh man.  It’s so awesome!”  The best part 
was that he was always right.  Graphing 3-D Pringles with 3-variable equations?  Coolest thing 
since graphing flowers with polar coordinates.  Integral theorems?  Math just became 
environmentally friendly for saving so much paper on homework problems.  Casey even spent 
countless office hours showing me the mysteries of space-filling curves and how imaginary 
numbers are actually useful beyond Precalculus.  Math, as I’ve come to realize, isn’t just a right 
answer and a reason.  It’s understanding connections that can only be expressed through numbers 
and symbols.  (Sorry, English and social studies people.)  Math is that gasp of illumination 
followed by an “OH!  So then you just take the derivative!”  It’s discovering the importance—
not to mention the name—of that funny “E” symbol you saw when you peeked ahead to the last 
chapter called “Series.”  Math is even a place for creativity; there’s nothing like pictures of 
headless dinosaurs to make you remember rules for surface boundaries. 
 Math is currently my main academic passion, but another possible field of study comes in 
as a close second: engineering.  Though 2-D shapes and chalkboard equations have always 
seemed more friendly than sterile microscopes and steaming chemicals, I have started to see 
science in a new light while taking Physics I my junior year and now AP Physics C as a senior.  
The fact that laws, not nature, govern the physical world and that math provides the link to 
explaining those laws is something I still can’t get over.  What if I could study these two 
fascinating subjects together, I wondered?  Math is learning a formula and being told to use it in 
abstract ways.  Physics is being told a formula and learning how to use it to solve real-life 
problems.  And since math + physics = engineering, I have a feeling that the engineering path 
may also be full of opportunities: asking, thinking, creating, using, answering.  Solving 
problems; my favorite. 
 I’m still unsure whether my future lies with creative engineers or with animated math 
folk, but I do know that for me, there’s safety in numbers. 
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